
These Guided Notes start around slide # 12 or so...
I. Functions
! A.

! B.

! C.

! D. 

! E.

4 Types of Membranes:

1)______________________ - Line body cavities that

              Composed of _______________________ & thin layer of _____________ C.T.

!     Its cells secrete

2) ______________________ - Open to the outside. ___________________ overlying
                ______________________ C. T.
!     
                 _____________________  _________ secrete mucus.

3) ______________________ - Inner lining of _________________. Composed of

                  _____________________________ & ___________________ tissues.

!        Secrete thick _____________________ fluid which lubricates ___________

                  and conn. tiss. within the joints.

4)  _______________________ - makes up our skin.
   
ANATOMY of SKIN

Composed of

No! ! ! ! ! ! , relies on diffusion.

As cells age,

The number of ______________ cells must = the number of ____________ cells.

I. EPIDERMIS



Cells of the epidermis are high in

______________________ are the predominant cells of the epidermis.

These cells produce _____________________, which waterproofs skin in a process 

called _______________________________.

The Epidermis is Composed of 4 (or 5) Layers

Fun fact - (optional)

Melanocytes - Produce __________________, a pigment which gives ____________, 

_________________ their __________________.

Also protects...

Melanin & Skin Color

The amount of melanin in your skin determines...

Mostly __________________ determined, but there are other factors like:



Other Cells in Your Skin:

Merkel Cells:

Langerhans Cells

II. Dermis

2nd major layer bound to ___________________ by polysacharide gel

Ridges called ____________________ project  imto epidermis & helps bind the layers 
together.

Interesting fact:

Composed of _______________ connective tissue;

Result is that this layer (& your skin) is __________________ & __________________.

Rich with __________________ _______________.

III. Subcutaneous Layer (Hypodermis)

Composed of _________________ connective and ___________________ tissues.

Mostly ___________________ & ________________________ fibers.

Conserves ____________ ____________ & as a _______________ ______________.

This layer also contains major _______________ _________________.

Accessory Organs

A. Sweat Glands - 2 Types

    1.

    2. 



Modified Sweat Glands:

Ceruminous -

Mammary -

Average Person -

Fun Fact(s)!

B. Sebaceous Glands

C. Hair

Functions:

Develops from cells at the __________ of a depression called the ________________.

This depression holds the hair _______________.

As the hair emerges from the scalp cells...

Healthy indiv. lose...

Typical hair grows...

Hair color Fun Facts...

Aging & Hair (don’t tell your parents!) - Hair turns gray because...

Baldness occurs in part because...



Scared Hair! - 
Associated with each hair follicle is a bundle of smooth muscle called:

Contraction of this muscle causes....

Hair growth

D. Nails

Made of __________________ (a protein).

Functions of fingernails

Nail Anatomy

_____________ ______________ is pink due to the blood supply beneath the nail.

_______________ the area under the nail.

_______________ is the white crescent shaped area at the base of the nail.

___________________ the skin at the base of the nail.

Be sure to read the section on the healing of wounds in your text, even if we didn’t 
discuss in class. I expect you to know it (make a great essay question wouldn’t it?)


